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1lf" are all aware that every day begins anew

V V bringing with it something novel to learn. It was

no different on 25th September. About forty IWA

members and their guests got to learn more about Malay

culture and cuisine at the monthly coffee morning' It was

held in the traditional setting of a Malay house built on

stilts called Rumah Limas.

After the guest arrived, they stepped into the front room

also known as Anjung, where they completed the
registration formalities. Like in most Asian cultures
everybody had to remove their footwear before entering.
While we were waiting, the main hall or guest area was

set up for a traditional Malay meal to be had seated on

mats that were rolled out on the floor, which was a new

concept for many.

The morning began with a speech by YWJ Director Tuan

Haji Muhamad Fuad Bin Haji Radzuan in which he

welcomed all those present. He said, "We are delighted

and honoured by your visit to Rumah Limas and our
modest establishment, Johor Heritage Foundation
(Yayasan Warisan Johor)." He also gave us a brief talk
about Johor Heritage Foundation in which he explained

that YWJ is a Semi-Government body that was

established in 1988. The main focus of the foundation is

to preserve, uplift and broaden Johor's cultural heritage

especially Johor's music, dance and theatre. He also

mentioned that that they have showcased the traditional
music called Ghazal and dance called Zapin, locally,

nationally and internationally. Some of the many

countries that they have performed in were China, Japan,

South Africa, Brazil, Switzerland, Australia, England,

France, Germany, South America, Singapore, Indonesia,

Brunei and the Middle East.

After the warm welcome, Tuan Haji Dzul Karnain

Asmawi, Assistant Director of Y1VJ took over and greeted

all of us and said that it was the first time they hosted so

many ladies from different countries. He continued by

giving us a description of Rumah Limas. Rumah is house

in Bahasa Malay and Limas comes from lima which

means five in Bahasa Malay. The house gets its name

because it has five adjoined pyramid shaped roof with
five areas below namely, the front, main hall, family area,

kitchen and the back area. The house is made of hard

wood planks and is a popular structure in Johor. The

house has undergone some changes to modernize it and

conved it into a multi-purpose hall.



We were then introduced us to the delicious lunch which
consisted of ketupat (rice cubes steamed in woven
coconut leaves), Sayur lodeh, sambal and rendang. This
was served with sirap bandung (a sweet iced drink) and
Malay kuih or desert. Although, cutlery was provided we
were encouraged to eat with our hands. During the meal
we were entertained by live music by yWJ's Ghazal band.

YWJ's cultural Officer Tuan Shafie Ahmad introduced us
to the various instruments that were played and it was
interesting to note that they used the tabla and
harmonium traditionally used in Indian classical music.
He explained that Johor got its name from the Arabic
word Jauhar which means precious stone or gem. Later,
we were enthralled by the Zapin dancers who swayed
and danced to the lovely music. They demonstrated the
different kinds of Zapin dances that originate from Johor
and other places in Malaysia. Some of our members and
guests took part in the dance and tried to learn some
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"It was an absolute delight to be part of the IWA at

the Johor Heritage Foundation! I enjoyed
experiencing Malaysia culture through its music,

dance, food and people!"
Wendy Muendler (USA)

"The September coffee morning was the best coffee
morning I've ever been. I learned a lot about

Malaysian food, dance and clothing. But the best
thing was, that the ambience in occasion was

communicative and funl Thank you for organising
this occasion, looking fonruard to get the next one!,,

Minna Strdmberg (Finland)

"It was fantastic! The Malay ladies dance was
beautiful with vivid color clothes. The rhythm of the
music and beautiful dance bought us to the Malay

exotic world! The ladies dance is like big flowers are
swaying with the breeze! And the explanation

about clothes lead me more understanding about
Malay culture. The MC made me laugh, with a lot of

jokes . Thank you for entertaining us. And also,
thank you for the people who prepared this Coffee

morning. I think they use a lot of time for this.,,
Saeko Nakamura (Japan)

graceful moves from the dancers. Tuan Shafie explained
that the dancers wore different costumes to show the
different types of dresses worn by Malay men and
women. The way the dress is worn can enable one to
know whether the person is married or single. The
beautiful ladies and handsome men modeled to show us
the differences.

The morning culminated with exchange of warm
pleasantries and all of us received a goody bag. Leila
thanked everybody in her speech and certificates of
appreciation were presented to all the people from yWJ
who helped put up a wonderful show and make our
coffee morning a memorable one. This article would not
be complete without mentioning Puan Zaiton binti Hj.
Ahmad and all the others who tirelessly worked behind
the scenes to make this event so incredible.

It was a coffee morning to remember and all of us left a
lot more knowledgeable about the Malay traditions and
culture. We sure learnt a lot!


